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Violation description Section or cite Baseline
assessment

Listing an emergency response telephone number on a shipping paper that is not
working or is incorrect.

172.604 .................................. 1,300

Failure to provide required technical information when the listed emergency response
telephone number is contacted.

172.604 .................................. 2,600

Package Marking Requirements (§§ 172.300–172.338):
Failure to mark the required identification number on a package ..................................... 172.301(a) .............................. 1,200
Marking an incorrect identification number on a package ................................................. 172.301(a) .............................. 1,850
Marking an incorrect identification number on a package that changes the appropriate

emergency response information.
172.301(a) .............................. 2,500

Failure to mark the required shipping name on a package ............................................... 172.301(a) .............................. 2,500
Failure to mark the required shipping name and identification number on a package ..... 172.301(a) .............................. 4,200
Marking a package with an incorrect shipping name and identification number ............... 172.301(a) .............................. 5,000
Marking a package with an incorrect shipping name and identification number that does

not affect emergency response information/actions.
172.301(a) .............................. 2,500

Failure to include the required technical name(s) in parentheses for a listed generic or
‘‘n.o.s.’’ entry.

172.301(c) .............................. 1,200

Failure to mark a package containing liquid hazardous materials with required orienta-
tion marks.

172.312 .................................. 3,700

Failure to mark a package containing liquid hazardous materials with required orienta-
tion marks, when inside packagings have vented closures.

172.312 .................................. 4,200

Package Labeling Requirements (§§ 172.400–172.450):
Failure to label a package, when required ......................................................................... N/A ......................................... 4,300
Placing a label in a package when the label represents a hazard other than the actual

hazard presented by the hazardous material in the package.
N/A ......................................... 5,000

Placing a label not conforming to size requirements on a package .................................. N/A ......................................... 1,000
Placing a label on a package that does not contain a hazardous material ...................... 172.401(a) .............................. 1,300
Placing a label that does not meet color specification requirements on a package ......... N/A ......................................... 600 to 2,500
Failure to place a required subsidiary label on a package, when required ....................... N/A ......................................... 2,500
Failure to provide an appropriate division number on an explosive label ......................... N/A ......................................... 5,200

Placarding Requirements (§§ 172.500–172.560):
Failure to placard a freight container containing hazardous materials .............................. N/A ......................................... 500 to 7,500
Failure to properly placard a freight container containing Division 1.1, 1.2, or 1.3 (Class

A or B) explosives.
172.504 .................................. 8,650

Training Requirements (§§ 172.700–172.704):
Failure to train hazmat employees in the three required areas ......................................... 172.702 .................................. 1,500 to 25,000
Failure to train hazmat employees in one of the three required areas ............................. 172.702 .................................. 500 and up
Failure to train hazmat employees in two of the three required areas .............................. 172.702 .................................. 1,000 and up
Failure to maintain training records .................................................................................... 172.702 .................................. 500 and up

Part 173—Requirements

Overpack Requirements (§ 173.25):
Failure to mark an overpack with a statement indicating that the inside packages com-

ply with prescribed specifications when specification packaging is required.
173.25(a)(4) ............................ 3,100

Reconditioner Requirements (§ 173.28):
Representing, marking, or certifying a drum as a reconditioned DOT packaging, when

the drum did not meet a DOT specification.
173.28(m)(3)(ii) 1 .................... 5,200 to 7,200

Marking an incorrect registration number on a reconditioned packaging .......................... 173.28(m)(3)(ii) 1 .................... 1,550
Failure to properly conduct alternate leakage test ............................................................. 173.28(m)(2) 1 ........................ 5,000
Representing, marking, or certifying a drum as altered from one specification to an-

other, when the drum had not actually been altered.
173.28(o)(1) 1 ......................... 1,000

IM Portable Tank Requirements (§ 173.32c):
Offering a hazardous material for transportation in an IM portable tank equipped with

bottom outlets, when the material contained is prohibited from being offered in this
type of packaging.

173.32c(a) .............................. 5,200 to 7,200

Offering an IM portable tank for transportation that has not been visually inspected
within last 21⁄2 years per 173.32b(b).

173.32c(c) .............................. 5,000

Offering an IM portable tank for transportation that has not been hydrostatically re-
tested in last five years per 173.32b(a).

173.32c(c) .............................. 6,200

Offering an IM portable tank for transportation that has not been visually or
hydrostatically tested as required, or failing to remove the safety relief valves during
testing.

173.32c(c) .............................. 12,500

Failure to provide the required outage for a shipment of hazardous materials, that re-
sults in the release of hazardous materials.

173.32c(k) .............................. 15,500

Cylinder Retesters (§§ 173.23, 173.34, and 173.302):
Failure to remark an aluminum exemption cylinder as a DOT 3 AL ................................. 173.23(c) ................................ 2,100
Certifying or marking as retested a nonspecification cylinder ........................................... 173.34 .................................... 5,200 to 7,200
Marking a cylinder in or on the sidewall area when not permitted by the applicable

specification.
173.34(c)(1) ............................ 8,650

Failure to maintain legible markings on a cylinder ............................................................ 173.34(e) ................................ 1,200
Failure to perform hydrostatic retesting at the minimum of 5/3 times the service pres-

sure, or at the minimum specified test pressure.
173.34(e) ................................ 2,100 to 5,200

Failure to perform visual external examination .................................................................. 173.34(e)(1) ............................ 3,100


